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MOMENTS TO APPRECIATE IT

IT WILL BE PROUDLY DISPLAYED ON BEAUTIFUL TABLES:

A breast of duck a
la plancha, with

friends around the
table

Lamb (in chops or
on skewers),

summer or winter,
for lunch or dinner!

Red and black fruit
sabayon (with a
touch of basil of

course!)

12:37 PM 8:42 PM 10:05 PM

Notes of leather, spice, fur, 
liquorice and zan set the tone 
from the start. Surprising notes 
of curry, lavender and cumin 
follow in an aromatic palette that 
is not there to be trifled with.

The taste is frank, persistent, 
particularly tonic. The nose 
warned you. Red citrus fruits 
and mandarin reveal themselves, 
the spices follow the movement. 
A beautiful coherence of the 
whole underlined by a final on 

red fruits and morello cherry.

WARNING:
WILD BEAUTY!

IN THE MOUTH,
STRAIGHTFORWARD

VINIFICATION

64% wines from a unique harvest and 36% reserve wines
Complete malolactic fermentation in stainless steal vats
Ageing in bottle : 30 months
Brut dosage at 8 g/L

COMPOSITION

Blend : 51% Pinot Noir - 49% Chardonnay (including 13% red wines)
Terroir : Pinot Noir Grand Cru - Bouzy, Montagne de Reims  and 
Chardonnay Grand Cru - Le Mesnil-sur-Oger, Côte des Blancs
Soils : Chalk and clay

In the vineyard, the family character is expressed through 
high standards and extreme meticulousness. These are 
precious values instilled by Philippe and they constitute 
the House’ pride. His good farming sense supports a 
sustainable viticulture, in terroir deepest respect.

INTRODUCTION TO THE LANDRÉAT STYLE

PROPENSIO

A little touch that changes everything. The Pinot Noir 
varietal, listed as Grand Cru, demonstrate this natural 

ability to set the style of a cuvée.

With this rosé blend, it shows all its character, 
sophisticated and uncompromising. A terroir sign that 

does not leave one indifferent.

36% RESERVE WINES - 100% CUVÉE - MLF DONE

51% PINOT NOIR - 49% CHARDONNAY
ROSÉ - GRAND CRU - BRUT
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